Field Trip Permission Slip
Date_____/_____/_____ Time ___: ___ AM/PM

Print
I, _______________________ as legal guardian of __________________________
authorize his/her permission to a field trip to Eagle Island, and have received the “Field
Trip to Eagle Island” itinerary provided, assuming responsibility for any reason as
temporary safety and experience care is with in the facilitating staff overseen by the
safety and staff of facilitation in conjunction agreeing to take time out of the usual
program scheduling that his//her day entails and is in intent and purpose of the original
facilitator’s to have a break from the normal schedule routine, for a fun and educational
half day of imagination and wonder by paying a visit to unique local land sights not
otherwise available to everyone on any other days that the sights will be on private
property cleared for the permission in advance by co-facilitators to experience a fresh
water visit to an island, and travel by boat on and with in the laws of Lake Minnetonka.
Initial
_____ I understand that this may include increase in safety procedures for an increase in
liability situation, and to the best of my knowledge these extra “risks in” an otherwise
safer day are not the operating intent of said field trip.
____ I understand that there will be one facilitating staff person for each boat traveling,
and at least two staff person’s minimum, responsible for the safety of all children riding.
____ I understand that there is flat fee for facilitation that each child attending must have
at or before riding in the boat, or they may not join with the field trip and they may attend
usual facilitation just like any other normal day with activities alternately planned for.
____ I understand that alternate activities will be planned for the second half of the day,
which is not mandatory, only available to those whom may picked up by a legal guardian.
____ I understand that I am being asked to go over the “Field Trip to Eagle Island”
itinerary briefly with the child I am responsible legal guardian for, and I have done so.
Signature
Signature of Responsible Guardian Party

Date of Signature

_________________________________

_____________________

*A flat fee in the amount of $

.00 by [ ] check or [ ] cash has been included.

